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Born israel pinku lazarovitch in Targu Neamt, Romania, then

raised in Montreal, Quebec, in an immigrant Jewish household amid a
Catholic-inflected, European neighbourhood (with First Nations peoples on the margins), the Anglicized Irving Layton (1912–2006) recalled
a childhood of fisticuffs versus “hostile” Gentiles1 as well as his preco-

1 In his foreword to The Collected Poems of Irving Layton (1971), the poet re-

calls, “whores, drunks, negroes, peddlers; the hostile French-Canadians…, the
Italians…[,] how they filled my mind with terror”; also “nightly battles with
the youthful Jew-hating Christians”; plus—“East of St. Denis”—“hostile Indian country densely populated with church-going Mohawks” (np). The fact is,
Layton was aware, even as a young socialist-sympathetic Jew, that he inhabited
a space of fierce religious, linguistic, ethnic, class, and racial rivalries. He could
never afford to be innocent about socio-political and economic marginalization
and the concomitant interest of some ethnicities to protect their power, wealth,
and turf by impeding that of others. This lesson primed his combative reaction
to Anglo Canadian literary critics:
Before I encountered critics and reviewers, I had fistfights every
day of my public school life with the toughs that flourished in the
slum neighbourhood…. I learned to give as good as I got—and
never to whimper.[…] It’s a lesson I never forget, and today I’m
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cious lusts for a presumably Jewish teacher (“Miss Benjamin”2) and the
assorted shiksas—or damsels—of his locale.3 He learned early that life

grateful to the anonymous Italians, Poles, Hungarians, and FrenchCanadian delinquents who taught it to me. After a broken nose and
slit cheek, what’s a [Canadian critics Northrop] Frye or a [A. J. M.]
Smith? (Wild 57)
Inspired by a boyhood of ethnic battles, this 1955-stated sentiment likely also
informs a 1956 letter, in which Layton promises, “The poetry of the future will
be written by the guy with the biggest fist, and his pen will be dipped into the
red Danube” (Wild 72). Layton’s early tumults (I mean, his experience of antiSemitism and class struggle), schooled him in the necessity of opposition and
tutored him in the belief that the Anglo intelligentsia would never give him a
fair hearing or respect unless and until he subdued it with tongue, fists, pen,
and—in ideal, heterosexual circumstances—yes, penis.
2 In his dedication to Dance with Desire: Selected Love Poems (1992), Layton writes,
“For Miss Benjamin—the Grade Six teacher / who awakened my erotic impulses
/ and inspired my first sensual poem” [5]. In his foreword to The Love Poems
of Irving Layton (1980), also dedicated to his long-lost teacher [9], Layton says
he yearned for Miss Benjamin “as only a horny pre-adolescent can who doesn’t
know what to do with his impulses” (np). He insists that he views other women
he has loved as only “the fleshly incarnation of my boyhood desire for her” (np).
(This same introduction is repeated in Dance with Desire [7–9].) It is his boyish
attraction for the older—perhaps spinster—Miss Benjamin that spurs Layton’s
otherwise perhaps unlikely admiration of “golden girls,” as in “An Old Niçoise
Whore” (cp 410–11) and “Puppet Show with Dialogue” (dd 116–17) or “End of
the Summer,” where his persona observes, “old women with white skins” (cp
476). In “Cleavages,” Layton’s speaker praises “A lively Nicoise / fat, fifty, funloving, and well-fucked / (Rubens would have delighted to paint her),” who
begins to toss pebbles into her friend’s equally splendid cleavage, who replies,
ahem, tit for tat. Soon, both women “are making each other’s bosom / swell
bigger and bigger” (cp 533). Illuminatingly, Layton’s persona notes, “Not since
I was a child / have I heard such laughter” (cp 533): In the schoolyard, with
Miss Benjamin about? Or is he remembering sounds from “the semi-brothel
run by a husband-and-wife team” (foreword 1971 np) in an apartment above
his childhood quarters in Montreal? He doesn’t always salute older women: in
“September Woman,” the speaker suspects his elder lover (with “silver fillings in
her teeth”) is “divided between desire / and the mockery of it / as she pushes her
thick body under him” (ts 268). In “Reflections in an Old Ontario Cemetery,”
“old women know … well to practise” hypocrisies (ts 264). The reality is that
the senior female, once productive of children and titillation, is also a symbol of
mortality and the loss of fertility and potency. Maybe this fact explains the subtle
eroticism in Layton’s elegy for his aged mother, “Keine Lazarovitch, 1870–1959.”
There is “the inescapable lousiness of growing old,” yes, but also “the toss of her
gold earrings, / Their proud carnal assertion” (ts 56).
3 Suggestively, the speaker in Layton’s “Vexata Quaestio” receives the commission,
from “chaffering blades,” to “Give […] / Your sex to any skilled / And pretty
damsel” (cp 84). His lust is equal opportunity.
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is “a Dionysian cock-and-cunt affair” (cp np) and “also battle” (cp np).4
These 1971 statements serve to underline the received wisdom that Layton iterates the teachings of German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche
(1844–1900) about Dionysian creative chaos versus Apollonian majesty
and order, and it is practical to begin to arrange—or arraign—Layton’s
works just so. Yet, as scholar Brian Trehearne posits in his introduction
to Layton’s Fornalutx (1992), the result is that “Nietzschean Layton”—“the
Layton of the universities”—is rendered a “philosophical poet whose anger
is containable and referable to an established intellectual and poetic tradition” (xviii). In a sense, Apollonian sunlight dims the lustre of Dionysian
fire.5 So, Trehearne frets that, circa 1992, the rude Layton, unsuited for
bourgeois approbation and assimilation, a poet “far more various and less
decorous than the anthologies persuade us—has been disappearing from
critical view of late” (xviii). To remedy this perceived freezing out of the
volcanic Layton from the frigid, Canadian canon, Trehearne serves readers
lyrics that are “passionate, uncontainable, and discomfiting” (xix). Perhaps
Fornalutx achieves this recherché aggression. However, much depends on
its audience, as well as on the editor’s acumen in making the most appealingly appalling selection. This truth puts us face-to-knife with a strategic
problem in Layton: How do we select from his mass—even morass—of
materials those lyrics nasty and dirty, or disgusting and lecherous, or vile
and venereal, enough to break the polite, academic frame encasing Layton?
Trehearne’s answer is to showcase Layton’s “war of expansive metaphor
against materialist literalism” (xxxi). There’s something to that. It does
appear that his sheer volume of publication as well as his full-volume style
figure Layton’s attempt to blunderbuss mortality, critics, anti-Semites,
blue-pencil prudes, and even those bluestocking ladies resistant to his
pugnacious tenderness. Strikingly, by the time The Collected Poems of
Irving Layton appeared in 1971, Layton had already published, since 1945,
4 In “The Fertile Muck,” Layton’s persona muses, “How to dominate reality? Love is

one way; / imagination another” (cp 28). This poet—à la Byron—wants to storm
us with words, dominate us via his charisma, rapture and capture us with his
art. In a 1968 letter, Layton names his personal godly “Trinity” thus: “imagination, power and love (Sex). ipl—the initials, by a wonderful coincidence of
my own name” (Wild 230).
5 Branko Gorjup explains:
While Layton’s universe delights in the presence of flux and change,
identified by the critics as Dionysian and Heraclitean principles, it
also strives to contain itself within an orderly framework, shaped
by the imagination and articulated through art. This latter, or the
Apollonian principle, in fact, serves as a counterpoint to the Dionysian one, creating an uneasy but necessary tension. (36)
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about twenty-five books, including Selected Poems (1967), Collected Poems
(1965), a set of poems and stories (1961), a tri-authored poetry volume
(1952), and two edited anthologies of Canadian poetry (1952 and 1962). In
sum, Layton released, on average, a book a year between 1945 and 1971.
Such fertility can easily be more fecal than fecund, and when one needs a
forklift to move the work, one is less likely to apply to it a judicious scalpel.
To arrive at his own gleaning of Layton’s most robust poems, Trehearne
could have canvassed more than two-score Layton titles. That he chose 150
poems from some thousand-plus publicly available spells out Trehearne’s
passion for Layton and prudence in his pickings.6 Given that Fornalutx
has now been in print for a generation, the back-cover hope that “These
are the poems for which Layton will be remembered” cannot be counted
as forlorn. Still, Trehearne’s endorsement of the two-time Nobel Prize in
Literature nominee as having produced “a great body of poetry” (xxxvi)
is significant in not having been worded, more correctly, one prays, as a
body of great poetry.7 Now I come to the point of this essay: we cannot
hope to know the extent of Layton’s greatness, if the noun is deserved,
until we have learned to read him sans censorship. We need to accept, as
Trehearne’s weighing suggests, that much of Layton’s most urgent poetry
is caustic and obscene, pungent and noxious. Yet, Trehearne reads Layton
as voicing “an instinctual readiness for joy and its persistent confounding
by the sour earth on which he finds himself” (xv) or as demonstrating “the
endless preparedness for joy and its regeneration that he will take to the
6 It is difficult to arrive at an exact count of the poems available to Trehearne,

for Layton and his publishers seem to have believed there was a market for the
recycling, practically annually, of the same stock of poems, with a score or so
of new ones added, perhaps with an illustration or two. One wonders if any
poet in English has ever published, in his or her lifetime, as many selected and
collected poetry volumes as did Layton. Only a minority of his titles constitute
groupings of entirely new poems. His volumes are generally selections of selections. Presumably, this publishing decision had commercial benefits. Critically,
however, it was a mistake. The perpetual printing of his “canonical” poems to
anchor the newer served to obscure Layton’s allegiances to several poetic traditions. Instead, the theme of Nietzschean influence got recycled right along with
the Nietzschean poems.
7 Introducing Layton’s 2004 edition of selected poems, Sam Solecki notes of Layton that “there are few bodies of poetry that so consistently celebrate life in all
its diversity and rich contingent materiality” (xx), and he calls Layton “one of
our finest elegists” (xx) and, ultimately, “one of the greatest Canadian poets”
(xxvi) and “one of the few Canadian poets with a foreign reputation” (xxvi). For
me, these “one of” statements represent trial-balloon assertion, not triumphant
declaration, a problem resulting perhaps from the attempt to canonize too many
of the wrong poems.
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grave” (xxxii), but leaves the Nietzsche dualism intact. Trehearne challenges the pat interpretation of Layton but does not change it by providing
other frames of reference.8 Trehearne recognizes that Layton is a poet
of “personae” (xxxvi) and “many voices” (xxiii), that “no single poem or
cluster of poems will pronounce the last word on his poetry” (xxiii), that
he can be satirist (xxii) and “sensual and celebratory” (xxxiii) and elegiac
(xxi) and vituperative (xviii). However, Trehearne advances no explicit
alternative to the Nietzschean analysis that he himself sees as a hindrance
to comprehending Layton’s oeuvre holistically.
Indisputably, however, Nietzsche is present in Layton’s work; his presence compels the poet to whitewash nothing, blacklist nothing, to utter
hurtful truths about (in)humanity that he prays will palpably hurt. In a
1958 letter, Layton names Nietzsche his “mentor” (Wild 94). Later, in 1968,
he tells a would-be biographer, “You must make a greater effort to understand Nietzsche’s thought than you have” (Wild 232). In 1970, he declares
that he is “steeped in the acidulous wisdom of Nietzsche” (Wild 268). In
1984, Layton faults a critic for attributing “romanticism” to him, for he is
“Dionysian”—as prescribed by Nietzsche (Wild 350), and the philosopher
himself is classed as one of Layton’s “outlaw” heroes (Wild 383). Not only
does Layton prefer the Nietzschean “Dionysian” mode to Romanticism,
so does he insist on the former’s favourable difference (Wild 133) from
Hebraic “responsibility and family ties” (Wild 74).9 When Layton identifies “Eros—Thanatos” (Wild 145) or “sexuality and murder” (Wild 220) or
“my dialectic of suffering and ecstasy” (Wild 230) as the basic duality (or
dualities) in his corpus, he again appears to signal his fealty to Nietzsche.
No critic can be faulted for sighting—or citing—the German philoso8 Trehearne does not even sound Layton’s post-Holocaust Jewish consciousness,

except to deny it any real relevance. Trehearne finds that Layton is not “a Jew
of the camps: he is instead an urban Canadian […] whose immediate world
is not one of atrocity but of irritation” (xxxvi). Trehearne supports Layton’s
own alleged characterization of his poetry as “prophetic in nature, rejecting
as it does the conventional morality of his corrupt day in order to enunciate
a higher, harsher wisdom” (xxiv). However, if it is the Hebrew prophets that
Layton follows, one imagines that it is precisely the occurrence of “atrocity” that
demands angst, explanation, or expiation, and not matters of mere “irritation.”
We read that “if ” Layton has written “poem after poem of Holocaust horror
[…] it is because his cultivated and aesthetic audience displays such astounding
detachment from the violence of his world” (xxviii). Again, this sentence seems
to deny that Layton himself has a need to illustrate our propensity for cruelty
as opposed to just trying to piss off his readership.
9 Discussing a poem’s “basic antagonism between the Dionysian and the Hebraic,”
Layton declares that his poem “comes down squarely on the side of Dionysus”
(Wild 133).
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But things are
not as straightforward as that.

pher’s presence in the Jewish-Canadian poet’s work. But things are not
as straightforward as that.
The chief difficulty is one that Trehearne references: Layton is a poet
of multiple masks. Layton knew this truth about himself—and how his
different self-representations could mislead naïve readers. At the height
of his public acclaim, then, in 1967, Layton complains, “I myself might be
responsible for the absence of serious critical attention my poems have
rec’d over the years: I mean the image of me, or the masks which I’ve
worn, seem to have stood guard over them more furiously, more threateningly than any three-headed Cerberus” (Wild 208). Earlier, in a 1957 letter,
Layton states, “I’m a hungry excited man with a hundred masks, restless,
quickly bored, insatiable for new experiences” and confesses his “playacting side […], the poet’s need to try out different emotions” (Wild 90).
It is irresponsible to pin Layton down to any one identity, for he himself
believes “A truly great poet is so full of contradictions that he can hardly
function as a social being” (Wild 287).10
To read Layton afresh, but still closely, we need to sight his particularly
salient and recurrent masks and then recollect the poems that best project
these various demeanours. The reliance on Nietzsche as Layton’s mannerfor-all-seasons does not suffice, for it denies us access to a rich grouping
of poems, ranging from the cavalier to the prophetic, the Romantic to the
“black,” that exist within Layton’s oeuvre despite his contrarian refusal, at
times, to admit their presence—at least to critics.
Take, for instance, his persona as Hebrew Prophet. True: Layton was
dismissed in 1960 from his fifteen-year-long teaching post at Montreal’s
“Herzliah, a Jewish parochial school, for his supposed corruption of the
young through his less than orthodox Jewish views” (Mansbridge 79), a
sign that his “sermons,” so to speak, are idiosyncratic. Still, the poet asserts:
“My ideal of the poet is given to me by Isaiah and Dante” (Wild 231). He
understands his Jewish inheritance as fitting him to be “a rebel and maverick at odds with my environment,” to claim “Dostovevsky and Kafka” as
writer models (Wild 362), and to list himself as “a poet-prophet in the great
tradition of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Amos, Hosea” (Wild 372). To read Layton
as a Jewish poet is to access this prophetic mode or mask. Thus, as a Jew
concerned for Israel’s survival, Layton insists, “Had I been born in Israel
[…], I should have become a warrior, not a poet” (Wild 225). Properly,
10 Trehearne advises, “a true selection of [Layton’s] poems will necessarily include
a greater variety of voices and themes, often in apparent contradiction, than
those of poets whose oeuvre works towards the ever more comprehensive and
inclusive truths to which a selection may then be pointed” (xvii).
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he insists on a right of self-defence, celebrating the truth that, during
the 1933 Christie Pits Riot (a fight between Anglo-Canadian Nazis and
Jewish-Canadian and European-Canadian opponents) in Toronto, “Jews
hit back to bloody the noses of their tormentors” (Wild 391). He reminds
a correspondent that he joined the Canadian Army, in 1942–43, to fight
Naziism (Wild 381). Nevertheless, the poet qua Hebrew Prophet stance
has its contradictions. Yes, the Old Testament prophets speak to Layton,
but “Stalin and Hitler gave me my ‘mythology’ ” (Wild 219), that is to say,
the understanding that we live amid wanton violence, wherein self-defence,
by extension, is necessary. This comment was made in October 1967, following the Israeli triumph in the Six-Day War, and should be read in
that context. A generation later though, in 1987, Layton writes, “Only an
ingrained Jewish pacifism has kept me from pursuing a brilliant career as
an artillery officer. Also, I hate the sight of blood” (Wild 380–81). If one relishes his bloody, apocalyptic poems, one must also take them with a little
salt. Prior to the Yom Kippur War of October 1973, Layton insists, “I’m no
Jewish chauvinist, nor even an Israeli one” (Wild 283). Soon, in January
1974, he holds, “I believe that once again we are entering a dangerous phase
in history when all daggers are being sharpened and pointed at the breast
of the Jew” (Wild 286). Although observant of the perils facing Israel and
of the persistence of anti-Semitism, Layton remains an iconoclast: “Jewish
fundamentalism is no less crack-brained and repulsive than that of Arab
and Christian” (Wild 372). He can don the prophetic mantle—“As a Jew,
what worries me … is the decline in morality and human decency” (Wild
382), yet castigate a critic for writing of his “prophetism,” which Layton
deems a “shallow and conventional” description of his poetics (Wild 266).
Arguably, the contrasting attitudes of the Poet-Prophet mask reflect a
man who came of age during a time of frank anti-Semitism in Canada and
the concomitant rise of Hitler in Europe but who also appreciated the ideal
of egalitarian liberal democracy. Thus, as a “militant democrat” (Wild 233),
he can denounce both lead-faced Communists and “Canadian frosty faces”
(Wild 66), presumably due to their different moral prohibitions and social
inhibitions. Yet, Layton’s “aggressive individualism” (Mansbridge 122) also
permitted him to chide other Jews—like poet A. M. Klein (1909–72)—for
allegedly being “bourgeois” and a “necessitous shyster” (Wild 75). The
Poet-Prophet mask was ultimately the face of an individualist, free to
thunder against whatever and whomever, as (contradictory) circumstances
demanded.11
11 Layton proposes, in a 1953 letter, “A really good poet is capable of going off
vigorously in several directions at once” (Wild 20).
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Moreover, as an artist, Layton saw his Jewish identity as complicated
by his devotion to what he termed “Hellenism” (Wild 19) or, one might
say, the aesthetics associated with Greco-Roman civilization and then,
its heirs, the Mediterranean cultures shaped by the impress of Alexander and the Caesars. When he describes an early poem, “Vexata Quaestio” (cp 84), as treating “the conflict engendered in the modern’s mind
by Hellenism and Hebraism” (Wild 19), he seems to echo the modernist
master of personae, namely the notorious American poet Ezra Pound
(1885–1972), whose poetics favoured “the Hellenic elements in Western
culture as against the Hebrew” (Reck 128).12 But Layton seems to have
negotiated a middle-of-the-road—“Mediterranean”—trajectory between
the two heritages: “Hellenism” belongs to his romanticism, while “Hebraism” informs his ingrained morality. Furthermore, for Layton, both are
mixed up with what it means to be European. He says as much in a 1958
letter: “I’m a European, and a Hebrew at that, much closer to France and
Russia than I am to England” (Wild 98). In 1968, while savouring Israel’s
“excellent beaches,” he deems the nation “my Medit. base. From here I can
go to Greece or Italy or the south of France—or North Africa” (Wild 223).
In this location, “Hellenism” and “Hebraism” conjoin, and both inform
what can only be termed Layton’s Romanticism (if not merely “romantic”
inclinations), despite the poet’s antipathy to the term.
Indeed, Layton’s Romanticism is another mask, derived from his Mediterranean sensibility and reflecting the satirical, scrappy, raunchy, and
jaunty fashion and pose of Lord Byron (1788–1824) in particular. Layton notes the “purity” and “passion” (Wild 61) of Percy Bysshe Shelley
(1792–1822) but also his lack of “the luscious sensualism” of John Keats
(1795–1821) and “the vigorous masculinity” of Byron (Wild 322). In Rome,
Layton spends “some lovely hours” in “the Keats-Shelley-Byron Museum”
12 Although Pound wrote and broadcast anti-Semitic commentary, he was, by all

biographical accounts, sympathetic to Jewish poets—such as Louis Zukofsky
(1904–78), Allen Ginsberg (1926–97), and, as Layton chose to believe, himself—given a one-word postcard (“cheers”) that he received in 1954 from the
then-imprisoned poet (Wild 46). It is also worth noting that American poet
William Carlos Williams (1883–1963), one of those who called—like Layton
(Wild 29)—for Pound’s release from his incarceration in a Washington dc
mental hospital, befriended Pound and Zukofsky and introduced—famously—volumes of poetry by Ginsberg and Layton. (Layton recognizes the support of both Pound and Williams in a 1955 letter [Wild 56].) In brief, Pound’s
ugly prejudices did not prevent him from serving as a nexus for Williams and
several crucial, Beat-era, Jewish North American poets. Even so, it would be
an error to presume that Layton imitates Williams’s poetics. The Canadian
poet’s intellectual orientations accord more with Pound’s precepts than with
the “common-man” ideal of Williams.
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(Wild 322). Explaining his preference for the Continent over England, in
1958, Layton states, “I am more in tune with Heine, Baudelaire, Tuvim, and
Pushkin than with any English poet […], except Byron who of course is the
most European and cosmopolitan, the least insular, of the English poets”
(Wild 98). A Byronic mask thus shows up in many Layton poems, and it
seems to conjoin the militancy of the “Hebraic” Poet-Prophet persona
with the “Hellenism” of his preferred Romantic trio. The convergence of
the twain is suggested in his “Hebraic” desire “to get Buchenwald into
my poems” (Wild 154) and the “Hellenic” command to “Get Byron into
your bloodstream” (Wild 156). As with the Poet-Prophet mask, Layton
is contradictory in his Byronic or Romantic bearing. He chastises critics
who dub him “romantic,” for he believes that his ready defence of Israel
and of the United States in its 1959–75 war on the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam prove him to be, in 1970, “hardnosed” (Wild 259), that is, a
realist. In 1984, he explains that he objects to “romanticism” because his
“life-affirming outlook [is] that of a Dionysian, using the term as Nietzsche
did to describe someone who believes in disciplining his passions and
looking at the hell that men have created […] without losing his courage
or cheerfulness” (Wild 350). Once again, Nietzsche is invoked to ward off
a categorization that oppositional Layton wishes to dispute.13 However,
in 1959, Layton declares his affinity for a basic Romantic ideal: “I’ll fight
anyone who exalts reason above imagination and intuition; anyone who
refuses to see that the creative process is supra-rational” (Wild 102). To
exalt Byron, then, is one way for Layton to claim both the toughness of a
poet who died in the war for Greek independence as well as the sexiness
of a poet who lived the Don Juan lifestyle that he so ingeniously descants.
Layton is the Hebrew Poet-Prophet who cries “Woe to Babylon” and the
enemies of Israel and the Byronic poet who can satirically denounce the
“genteel”14 and state—boldly, vigorously, and wantonly—his lusts for wine,
women, and sun, all hallmarks of the Laytonic Mediterranean.
Surely both the Poet-Prophet and Byronic/Romantic masks reflect
a Mediterranean cast—Hebraic and Hellenic—and thus allow Layton
to speak, in effect, “out of both sides of his mouth”: he can be acerbic
13 Moreover, as I argue below, what Layton asserts as “Dionysian” may easily be
read as Sadean, or the Gothic side of Romanticism.

14 Layton attacks the “genteel tradition” in Canadian letters (Wild 59), which he

comes to see as being, circa 1957, “in the control of bastards [ever] sicker and
slicker” (Wild 87). In 1985, he expresses “loathing for the genteel, Anglosaxon
[sic] sensibility that makes of Canada a sanctuary for ambitious mediocrities”
(Wild 364).
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and cheery; he can be lyrical and trenchant. One can propose, then, that
Layton’s other “sunshine” heritages are the Cavalier/Classical, plus their
shadows—the Gothic/Apocalyptic and black. Trehearne registers Layton’s
“satiric manner” in his jousts against “the hypocrisy of motive and action”
(xxii) as well as his “startling gentleness of detail and fineness of style even
in the poems of outrage” (xxiii) but only sees these aspects of Layton’s
production as arising from his “entirely idiosyncratic ethics” (xxiv), not
discrete literary antecedents. Yet, Layton’s cavalier/classical facets pertain
to the Hellenic/Byronic mask, while his Gothic/apocalyptic and black
orientations relate to the Hebraic Poet-Prophet mask. In his poetry, then,
Layton shows us the sun, warmth, and light of Provence (France), Greece,
Spain, Italy, and Israel and contrasts these usually desirable locales with
images of blood, death, and rot; Canadian cold, chill, and damp; or the
blackness of the soul—or the welcome darkness of a woman (thanks to
either her fine tan or her African heritage). To be European and Hebrew
is, yes, to be “suckled on the poisons of Auschwitz and Belsen” and so
feel—black—“contempt and hatred for Europe” (Wild 286), but it is also to
desire “to go to Italy or Greece and live there for several years” (Wild 159)
or “retire somewhere in the Mediterranean and just loaf” (Wild 243). Israel
offers “sunshine and antiquity” (Wild 225). In Nice, France, “the sun, the
water, the complete isolation” are conducive to such creativity that Layton
feels “mad with happiness. Mad with sunlight and peace” (Wild 204–05).
As attractive as this escape, this seascape, is for Layton, his recognition
of pain and suffering affirms his own “black and sinful soul” (Wild 234).
For him, too, “excess energies”—if not discharged—turn into “black, selfdestructive poisons” (Wild 287). As well, “madness & blackness” (or rage)
are equal, mental troubles or evils (Wild 338).15 Finally, Layton suspects
that “the imagination needs the darkness and is fertilized by terror” (Wild
135). (This statement is Gothic in temper.)
Given the several masks through which Layton speaks, and his professed fealty to Nietzsche and contested fidelity to “prophetism” and
Romanticism, one must applaud Trehearne’s wisdom that “It emerges as
the reader’s task to attend to these manifold Laytonic voices and gather
them up into the larger projected truth that remains unspoken” (xvii). The
poet himself tells us that poetry is “the supreme imposture” (Wild 98).
Even so, there are certain masks that the poet prefers—namely, Nietzs15 Considering that the Holy Bible is, itself, a Mediterranean text, one might say
that Layton fluctuates between the Hebrew teachings on familial and divine love
and judgment and the Greek scriptural emphases on redemption and damnation. In any event, Layton surveys a world where God is nought.
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chean, Poet-Prophet, and Romantic/Byronic. From poem to poem, these
different fronts can seem two-tongued, two-faced, as if fused masks of
Comedy and Tragedy. The poet is contradictory, and that is that.
But there is another unspoken, even Mediterranean, attitude (or philosophical bent) that serves to conjoin Layton’s various personae—Hebraic
and Hellenic. A clue is given us in a 1958 letter in which Layton again
denies that he is a romantic. He writes: “It isn’t [Samuel Taylor] Coleridge
I should invoke in your mind, but [Alfred] Jarry, [Comte de] Lautréamont,
and Georges Bataille with his ‘hatred of poetry’ ” (Wild 98). The French trio
named here represent modernist avant-garde and surrealist interest in (if
not worship of ) themes of pain, evil, and cruelty, and sexual “perversion.”
This point is patently true of Bataille (1897–1962), who was an advocate of
Nietzsche and a disciple of the Marquis de Sade (1740–1814).
Agreed: Layton was a contrarian, whose first philosophy was acquired
via neighbourhood fisticuffs but which was later nuanced into a pseudopoetics (at least) via Nietzsche’s preaching, as well as the Bible’s jeremiads.
But Layton’s listing of Bataille suggests the substantial—yet spectral—presence of Sade in his work. Examples abound.
For one thing, the basic thought of “The Divine Marquis”—“the degree
of energy in man’s [brute] passions [is such that] nothing can subdue
them” (Justine 414)—aligns with Layton’s recognition that poetry cannot
alleviate “historical dynamism, macabre cruelty, guilt, perversity, and the
pain of consciousness” (quoted in Gorjup 36). Sade and Layton agree that
natural impulses are the true motivations of human behaviour. In his letters, then, Layton salutes “Composing & copulating” (Wild 279), “sensuous vitality” (Wild 291), “gusto” (Wild 321), “gutsiness and authenticity”
(Wild 379), and pornography that’s “joyous and lustful” (Wild 390), and
lauds Victorian poet Robert Browning (1812–89) as “a very vigorous male
who swept the invalid Elizabeth Barrett off her feet” (Wild 385). These
terms of praise may be classed as Romantic-Byronic, but they also suit
the Sadean hero and heroine, beings who assert, in critic John Fraser’s
words, “an almost cosmic will to dominance” (128). Other statements in
Layton’s letters also seem Sadean, even though the philosopher is never
directly named. Thus, Layton holds that “sex and scatology are a necessary antidote to the prevalent gentility and false idealism” (Wild 48); that
he himself runs “directly counter to the entire Christian-humanist tradition” (Wild 42); that the poetry “of the past 2000 yrs has been vitiated by
Christianity and its flattering illusions about man & nature” (Wild 89);
and that “Man can only live by shedding blood—and [his ‘dilemma’ is] he
has his conscience against him” (Wild 93). If similar sentiments occur in
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Nietzsche, still the German philosopher follows Sade in time and perhaps
in temperament. Most important in this regard is Layton’s own assessment
of his intervention in the Western canon: “Plato and Shakespeare and in
our century [George] Bernard Shaw are the only writers to have concerned
themselves profoundly with the relation between ‘poetry’ and ‘power’[…].
In a small way, my own work has dealt with the same awful relation, but
what critic has so far even suspected it?” (Wild 119). Nietzsche mentors
Layton in discourses of power,16 but Sade may also be a factor. Maurice
Blanchot recognizes that “For Sade, the equality of all human beings is the
right to equal use of them all, freedom is the power to bend others [not
only the powerless, but also simply those with less power] to his own will”
(41). Critically, Sade’s plots use the Machiavellian exercise of power by
hypocritical priests, bedroom philosophers, cold-hearted prostitutes, and
whip-wielding plutocrats to abuse the poor, the naïve, and all supplicants.
Layton seems to echo Sade’s depiction of these social dynamics when he
propounds these precepts:
My primary pair of opposites is composed of sexuality and
murder, the one conditioned and made necessary by the other.
There is neither law nor lawgiver. I see a godless universe—
hell—and terrified and terrifying men butchering one another
in their maddened scramble to survive, and employing ideologies, religions, metaphysical systems and mythologies to give
themselves strength or to sap it from their enemies. (Wild 220)
These are Sade’s discomfiting arguments17 put plainly by Layton. When the
poet boasts, “There is no poet anywhere who so triumphantly affirms
man in the face of his own created hell” (Wild 230), or asserts that
“the better the writer, the bigger the cesspool in his psyche” (Wild 390), or
outlines “the human’s basic viciousness, strengthened and deepened by
twenty centuries of Christian propaganda” (Wild 394), it is impossible to
16 In a 1968 letter, Layton casts Nietzsche’s “concepts of Power” as “identical with
my own” (Wild 232).

17 A Sadean speaker philosophizes that, due to actual inequalities in wealth and

power, “evil becomes necessary” and “harmonizes quite as well with its decrees
as does good.” Moreover, all must “act in accordance with received [natural]
impulses, [all] have to obey these impulses and enjoy them” (Sade Justine 413).
In such a world, the real one, faith in religious “platitudes” leads one to the
“dung heap,” while Judeo-Christian “Providence” is worthy only of “scorn” (Sade
Justine 412–13). For Sade, Nature is sovereign and so-called Crime—violence
against persons and/or property—a practical means of redistributing wealth
and satisfying the passions.
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not hear whispers of Sade. Yes, one can also “hear” Isaiah and Nietzsche in
Layton, but Sade’s clear-eyed, heard-hearted commenttary connects all.18
I should not—will not—be reductive (or seductive). I cannot—will
not—maintain that Sade is a preeminent influence for the poet. But nor
is his imprint negligible, a point that Layton’s poems buttress.

ii

Certainly, Layton forwards an echt, Sadean concept in his “Taj Mahal”:
“beauty lies / in the perfect symmetry / of death and Eros” (cp 526). Sade—
plus or minus his usual psycho-sexual pairing with Leopold von SacherMasoch (1836–1895)—also nags these lines in “If Euclid Were Your Analyst”:
Man
is the only animal
that finds pain sweet:
of others preferably;
his own,
if he’s a modern masochist.[…]
Ergo: art
is the enjoyment
of cruelty
without the infliction
of pain. Q.E.D. (cp 503)
If we move from the classroom philosopher Nietzsche to the jail-cell philosopher Sade, we discover a spirit that Layton also welcomes as kin and
thus dust off “Improved Binoculars,” to quote the eponymous poem (cp
139), to allow us to assess Layton’s achievement with eyes wide open.
Excepting my youthful admiration for the anthologized Layton and the
pop poet of magazine profiles and television documentaries,19 my own
18 See also Layton’s statement that “All great art is ultimately a triumph over
nausea” (Wild 404). It is, at once, a rebuke to French existentialists and a recollection of Sade’s rejection of bourgeois morality by writing boldly about bodily
excretions. Hebrew scripture can also be just as vividly physical as Sade: “Wine
is a mocker, strong drink is raging: and whosoever is deceived thereby is not
wise” (Proverbs 2o:1); “As a dog returneth to his vomit, so a fool returneth to
his folly” (Proverbs 26:11).
19 Solecki registers that “From the early 1950s to the mid-1970s, Irving Layton was
the most popular and most controversial poet in Canada. A critical buzz and
often hostile reviews accompanied the publication of each of his collections
of poetry, while his public readings attracted capacity audiences often in the
hundreds” (xv).
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attempt to think through and sort out Layton began when I noticed that
Sadean notions seem to inform the poems of Fornalutx.20 I wagered that
Layton’s personae reveal a Sadean preference for “the frenzy of ecstasy”
as opposed to the mere “pleasure of existing” (Lever 191).21 Moreover, in a
1993 commentary, Andrea Zanzotto credits Layton’s poem, “The Fly” (or,
to be precise, “Flytrap” [1974], not included in Fornalutx), as exemplifying
the poet’s view that “sadistic-innate pleasure” in killing is the sine qua non
of the human (10). I detect the Sadean element in works both anthologized
and obscure. However, in tandem with the urgent poems where Layton
plays a scholar bastard kicking dastards, or Homo erectus eager to stick
his virile member into almost any feminine orifice (from age seventeen
to seventy), or a late-late Romantic encountering shocking, unexpected
beauty, he also crafts comic epigrams—imitations of the Latin poets Ovid
and Catullus. Or, besides playing Nietzsche’s “Superman,” Layton parades
a Byronic persona, swaggering across imagined battlefields but tangoing
into actual boudoirs. Intermittently, too, he masks himself as black, or
claims blackness, as a mark of machismo gusto, fierce outrage, or untamed
sexuality. Although he is a classicist in predilection, he finds Gothicism an
apt mindset through which to view humanity. (Read his poem, “Theology,”
for this pithy credo: “I believe, though not in God, in Original Sin / And
believe in Hell, but see nowhere Heaven; / And Man, no God’s creation, no,
I see desire / Goodness and Light—yet Evil ever blows up that fire” [cp 95]).
Layton was not, as Trehearne rightly notes, a laid-back lyricist. Rather, he
was Mediterranean22 in every—yes, clichéd—sense, but cataloguing there
20 Andrea Zanzotto detects, in Layton, an interest in “destroying every illusion

of possible ‘goodness’ in the world” (10). Mario Luzi tells us, “Nothing escapes
[Layton], not even an acquaintance with brutality and infamy” (14). Gorjup
opines, “The notion of a world that kills innocence, or one in which homo homini lupus est, receives a broader […] significance in the poems in which Layton
deals with the hideous crimes that so-called civilized societies have perpetrated
against mankind, in particular what was done to the European Jews during
World War II” (32). These enlightening insights all bear Sade’s invisible shadow.
21 Gorjup might agree. He identifies in Layton an underlying—I would say
Sadean—principle, defining it as “unyielding individuality” (38, 40). His insight accords with Maurice Blanchot’s perception that, for Sade, “the sovereign
man” is an “absolute egoist” for whom “there is no circumstance […] that he
cannot turn to happiness” (50–51). Although Nietschze’s Übermensch thesis
and Dionysus myth are nominated as the typical models for Layton’s largerthan-life persona, Sade and Byron are, I hold, just as—if not more—germane
exemplars. No wonder Layton views poetry as “The living flow, the living lava
of the man” (Wild 111).
22 G. S. Fraser, in his study of Pound, holds that the American poet addresses “the
Mediterranean, Hellenistic-Latin-Romance part” (12) of “the European liter-
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decay, decadence, and delight; the undying tragedy of the Holocaust and
the effort of Jews to live as Israelis in land that is both annexed by God and
afflicted by history. 23 I am reminded too that one of Sade’s strategies for
imprinting (inflicting) his diabolical corpus on a hypocritically Christian
society was to write and write and write, to overwhelm his critics and foes
with the ferocious flow of his visions. Layton also jets his sperm and spits
his disaffection into his readers’ faces (happily only metaphorically) and
does so obsessively. The pointed iteration is the message—not a McLuhanesque massage, but a pestering.

iii

To consider how we might improve—expand—Fornalutx by supplementing the “Nietzschean” poems with those seemingly Hebraic/prophetic,
Byronic, classical/cavalier, and Sadean/Gothic, one must return to Layton’s
own would-be testament to his “greatness,” The Collected Poems of Irving
Layton (1971) (with occasional references to other collections).
The first shock of the book is its bulk. The back flap declaration that
other books exist “Also by Irving Layton” is redundant given the volume’s
heft. It is 589 pages of poetry, helpfully served up in a dark, if not bold,
font that is likely 12 pt Times—nothing fancy, a readily readable newsprint face intended, one supposes, to trump Layton’s supposed hippy-era
populism and accessibility. True: its workaday look could position Layton
as yet one more Canadian poet who has just come into the pub from the
cold outdoors. But he wants dazzle—“Come soon, O bright Tudor sun! /
I do not like this monastic whiteness of winter— / It is a Christ drained
of all blood” (“Gothic Landscape” cp 3). His imagery exceeds the grasp of
journalists, and his diction may frustrate too-common readers. The book
design is more vernacular (including a spine-positioned silhouette—CheGuevara-poster-style—of Layton) than the poems ever choose to be. This
poet has come to his art through the modernized medievalism of Lord
Tennyson (1809–1892), not the republican mysticism of Walt Whitman
(1819–1892). His leaves are those of books, not grass.
ary tradition” (11–12). In his poetry, Layton pursues the same MediterraneanRomance interests, but Greco-Latin-Hebraic in emphasis, although with a
kick-against-the-pricks ardour that matches Pound’s own.
23 Italian commentators espy this quality. Zanzotto calls Layton “the Canadian,
who feels European, Jewish and Mediterranean” and who is, thus, “strongly
attuned to the seductions of the ruins of Rome and of Italy, an ambiguous
country he ambiguously (and impetuously) seduces and enjoys” (12). Luzi holds,
in Layton, “Europe and Italy have come to know a poet made from an ancient
mold, for whom nothing is profane or even tautological” (14).
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There’s also an immediate noir sensibility. The “Tudor sun” must warm
a “Gothic Landscape” (cp 3), the Canadian winter. “Mortuary” describes
a cold whiteness that’s as imprisoning as a cemetery: “Flesh has fallen
away. Trees / And buildings are summer’s skeleton; / Wind has loosened,
disarrayed / The separate ribs, the evidence of bone” (cp 11). “Blood on
the Moon” evokes horror:
I saw the moon expire
Entangled in the barbed wire
Of the branches of a bare tree;
The stars looked on without pity
And moved across the dark pelvis
As crabs might, or tarantulas. (cp 21)
Despite its bucolic title, “Halos at Lac Marie Louise” is not only another
depiction of barrenness; it is also a conjuring of genocide: “The heavens
split, the dark rain / Fell on the circling hills; / The thick gouts dropped
beside the oars / Like melting skulls” (cp 33). A scene of boys bathing, in
summertime, ends in dread: “The sun is bleeding to death, / covering the
lake / with its luxuriant blood: / the sun is dying on their shoulders” (cp
29). An imagist poem, “Fish,” jests of death:
Over the dark and silent water
the fishermen
light their lamps
Silly fish
They think it is the moon
and are caught
Severe and bitter are their
disappointed mouths (cp 494)
“The Predator” (cp 66) resembles Layton’s widely circulated poem, “The
Bull Calf ” (cp 22), in that the speaker is sympathetic to the creature’s
demise, “lying in a pool of blood, / having gnawed his way [from a trap]
out to freedom.” All to no avail: possibly, “the farmhand, / seeing his puny,
unprofitable size / had slugged him after with a rifle butt” (cp 66). The poet
addresses the carcass thus: “Man sets even / more terrible traps for his own
kind. / Be at peace; your gnawed leg will be well-revenged” (cp 67). Vicious
irony marks “If Whales Could Think on Certain Happy Days.” Herein a
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whale, having “surfaced / joyously,” muses, “Surely the Maker of Whales /
made me for a purpose.” Bluntly, at this moment, “the harpoon / slammed
into his side / tearing a hole in it / as wide as the sky” (cp 470). These
Gothic lyrics, shorn of sentiment, need also be read in the light of Sade’s
awareness of human depravity. See this stanza from “The Graveyard”:
And though your [God’s] scheme confounds theologians’
wits
All come and go sired by the opposites;
And they decree: he who slays and he who’s slain
Leave on your excellent world no crimson stain.
The tragic, warring creatures that here have breath
Are reconciled in the partnership of death;
And death’s akin to art, and artists please
To the measure they have stilled the contraries.24
(cp 489)
Graveyard pacifism rankles, for the blood, guts, and bones of slaughter
may yet be visible or odoriferous. Introducing his Collected Poems, Layton
asks rhetorically, “Is it any wonder that I haunt cemeteries as if I were
some kin of Dracula, some ghoul? Or that I’ve written in one of my poems
about ‘the fraternal graves of cemeteries’? And in a recent composition
hailed death as the Messiah ‘who alone brings peace, redemption from
lies and murder’?” [np]. The Gothic theme scores Layton’s work. Check,
for instance, “Dracula” (1980):
His maintenance is human blood;
mine, luckily, is eel and lamb’s kidney,
the succulent livers of young chickens.
Nevertheless, his bigoted taste in food
points me to my appointed place
in Nature’s vampyric banquet. (wpj 1982, 180)25
As in classic Gothic tales—as in Sade too, religious faith is, for Layton, a
deception or an illusion. Study “Israelis”: “Where is the Almighty if murder
thrives? / He’s dead as mutton and they buried him / Decades ago, covered
him with their own / Limp bodies in Belsen and Babi Yar” (cp 534). The
24 Editors have tended to please Layton’s readers exactly in this way: by measurably stilling his “contraries.”

25 Later on, the poem preaches a Sadean gospel: “life and death / are both equally
a pain in the neck, / a wound from which there’s no recovery: / we must kill
one another and die” (wpj 1982, 180).
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poem refers back to the wholesale Nazi slaughter of Jews but also to the
recent Six-Day War of 1967: “The pillar of fire: Their flesh made it; / It
burned briefly and died—you all know where. / Now in their own blood
they temper the steel, / God being dead and their enemies not” (cp 534).
In his foreword to For My Brother Jesus (1976), Layton states his intention “to de-hypnotize people through outrage, imagination, and truth to
an awareness that Christianity is founded neither on myth nor fiction but
an ignoble lie” (xv). Worse, that deception has been “responsible for the
cruel deaths of millions of innocent people by blazing faggot, sword, and
hunger; most recently, by chemicals and mass executions” (xv–xvi).26 This
catalogue of tortures and miseries propagated by “preying” Christians
verifies Sade’s insight into humanity: “Cruelty is natural” (Philosophy 253).
Trehearne testifies that Layton’s ethics “move beyond [the] polarities”
or “routines” (xxxi) of good and evil. With this assertion, however, Trehearne glosses over the Gothic pitch of Layton’s lyrics, thus committing
the very sin—of bleaching and of watering down—that he believes others
have committed in poring over Layton’s corpus. The failure to identify the
Gothic cast in Layton’s discourse inhibits the full critical recognition of
his despair and his rage.27 He is, after all, a poet who could assert, in 1976,
“One of the functions of poetry is to disturb the accumulated complacencies of people” (xv), and that can require protesting the “anti-sexuality,
anti-life bias at the heart of Christianity” (fmbj xvi), a Sadean directive
to be sure.28
I turn now to some other Sadean passages in Layton’s oeuvre, to
recover them in their supposed Nietzschean fusion of Eros and Thanatos,
or sex plus torture-unto-death. In “For Aviva, Because I Love Her,”29 the
26 Strikingly, Layton claims, “If I am not fooling myself, the note of protest and
indignation which I sound in these poems has never before been heard in
English poetry or in any other European literature” (fmbj xvi). It is a casually megalomaniac statement that must itself have been intended to position
Layton as the protest messiah of English letters—as if libertines, republicans,
abolitionists, suffragettes, temperance advocates, etc., had never versified their
objections to various forms of the status quo.
27 Thus, Gorjup holds that “Layton occupies the precarious borderline between
imagination and reality” (38) and attempts to “articulate [the] mysterious spectacle of life and death” (42). These refinements—or rectifications—of Layton
serve to transcend the blood, mud, shit, and sperm in which he sees all of us
as being immersed. But, by repressing Layton’s Gothicism, we get a scholarly
form of Disney.
28 Angela Carter realizes that Sade’s ideal society is rooted in “libidinous gratification” (90).
29 The poem is missing from both Fornalutx and A Wild Peculiar Joy (2004).
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poet imagines that he is a bee being eaten by a spider: “First he ate my
limbs; / and then he removed my head, feasting / on the quivering jellies
of my eyes / and on what passes among bees for ears” (cp 34). Soon, “the
voluptuous spider / feasted on my jewelled organs, / abolishing them one
by one, / till I was gone, all swallowed up, / except for my love of you” (cp
34). Their love survives as the bee’s “radiant wings” left “glinting in the
sun” (cp 34). It is a fantasy of being consumed by the lover. “The Pillar”
features a male narrator telling of how he has seduced his “darling” in “the
crumbling graveyard”:
Now she cannot look
at a funeral wreath
or see a hearse
go past
without her pants
wetting. (cp 41)
This grotesque joke bears the tang of misogyny. Layton’s “Lilith” sounds
like Sade’s heroine, Juliette:
I would for beauty of face
Unpeople Persia and Greece;
Kiss any old murderer
Who’ll quench my body’s furor
Though his victims’ bones should crawl
Up to my own gate and wall. (cp 74)
She continues on to promise potential lovers, “before you were dead /
I’d enjoy you all in bed” (cp 74). At the end, she demands, “Where is my
remorseless lord / With blood smoking on his sword / And his head like a
ship’s prow? / Come, my Sun God, come, come now!” (cp 74). Significantly,
too, Layton’s heroine desires Apollo, a Pagan god, not the Hebrew deity,30
and her cry that her god “come now” is a deliberate, sexualized blasphemy
against the Christian “Son/God” and the idea that He will return (that is,
descend from heaven to reign on earth). Too, Lilith’s lust is for blood as
much as it is for bed. Layton’s “Orpheus” seems an answer to “Lilith”: The
poet insists,
the poet’s heart
Has nowhere counterpart
30 Once again, in Layton, “Hellenism” triumphs over “Hebraism.”
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Which can celebrate
Love equally with Death
Yet by its pulsing bring
A music into everything (cp 152)
As much as Sade is a touchstone for Layton, so are Provençal, Greco-Latin,
and Elizabethan modes sterling for him. Some of his lyrics trace the truthful—but amoral—epigrams of Catullus, Ovid, and the Cavaliers. 31 “Hostia”
is one such playful and plangent poem:
This one deceives her husband with her eyes
And this one with a thousand proper lies;
Hostia, such is her regard for me,
Deceives me not at all but lets me see
The queer bites on her voluptuous thighs. (cp 225)
An elongated epigram, dating from the mid-1980s, is “Epistle to Catullus,”
addressed jocularly to “Cat,” which pictures his wanton Lesbia as “a patrician whore / who scoured the alleyways after dark / looking for an Ethiop’s /
hanging ballocks” (wpj 2004, 254).32 The epigram is, in Layton, Sade sweetened by Catullus. A passage in “Mahogany Red” (cp 402)—principally the
lines “I stuffed [‘Godhead, the Marxist revolution, History / that is so full
of tombs and tears’] all up your golden rectum / and sewed up their sole
escape route / with frantic kisses sharper than needles”—recollects the
denouement in Sade’s La Philosophie dans le boudoir (1795).33 Violation
and venery couple. Another epigram asks, “When hourly I praised her
perfect mouth / How could I have known, with lust besotted, / That Satan
himself had forged those red lips / To singe my wings, to crisp me like a
moth?” (wpj 1982, 211). “The Breaststroke” offers the fantasy of dying while
making love—or, ahem, breast-stroking—with a beloved:

31 Layton has a poem titled “Epistle to Catullus” (dd 166–67). “A Roman Jew to
Ovid”—a quite randy piece (“And all night I ply a lover’s arts / And pump seed
into her sweetest parts” [328])—appears in the 1971 Collected Poems (328–30),
as does the salient lyric, “Homage to Ben Jonson” (321), which praises the cavalier poet as a “soldier” who, in a duel, “Very fitly killed his man” (321).
32 A discussion of Layton’s use of blackness is entertained below.
33 In this work, Madame de Mistival, the virtuous mother of the just-corrupted
Eugénie, is punished for her chastity by being raped by a syphilitic. Her vagina
is then sewn up so that none of the infected semen may escape, thus dooming
her to a repugnant, infamous death.
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Insensate to everything but her warm flesh
I’d float out into the voluptuous sea,
my practised breaststroke perfect at last.
The heaving mounds press against me,
alluring me past the white wavecrests
that close behind like tall portals
barring return.[…]
the virginal foam breaks into bridal cries
and after the last loud crash of savaging breasts,
into the long silence that no man hears. (wpj 1982, 214)
In “Carmen,” Layton even reads Bizet’s 1875 opera in Sadean terms:
Passion is lawless, always off-limits.
Formless. For Carmen with breasts like bull’s horns
is forever in a rut. A voracious slut,
she wants her quickie here and now
on cloakroom floor or bed smelling of man-sweat
and lotion. Enter her opposite number
with fore-ordained knife sharpening in his brain. (dd 171)
Her spurned lover, Antonio, “rages against the lean competing rivals, the
fire / that still blazes in their rubbed-down loins / and with a final lunge
translates insolent lust / into the chill perfection of death” (dd 171). In
“For 751-0329,”34 the number tattooed on a woman survivor of Hitler’s
extermination sites, Layton’s persona sings,
though I know that all the innocent dead
find their resurrection in us […];
imaging the dateless horror of the death-camp,
the lexicon of human villainy made plain,
I curse without ceasing into the sweet empty air
and feel my loathing for mankind grow as vast as the sea.
(pa 50)
If we are able to expand our poetic and philosophical perspectives of
Layton, to sight in his work the presence of Hebrew prophets; Greco-Latin,
Elizabethan, and Romantic poets; and Mediterranean philosophers (Plato,
Sade, Bataille), more poems emerge as worthy of our sustained attention.
We get to expand Fornalutx, for instance, multiplying the number of strong,

34 In A Wild Peculiar Joy (1982), the poem is titled, “For 7515-03296” (146).
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provocative poems. But we must leave behind the too-pat formulations of
critics, including the well-meaning Trehearne and the savvy Sam Solecki.
Indeed, introducing A Wild Peculiar Joy: The Selected Poems (2004),
Solecki maintains that Layton “was spared the anxiety of influence that
poets born into a major tradition inevitably experience” (xvii–xviii). However, the scholar fails to assess the impress of Sade—and of Byron—on
the maturing poet. While Sade serves to endorse Layton’s hard-core realism about humanity (a basic, post-Holocaust education), Byron provides
him a heroic model of the poet as he-man, as Don Juan, as liberal and as
libertine, as consummately fearless and charmingly feckless.35 So, in a
typically ballsy and comic move, Layton undertakes a tour of the Western
Canon, sizing up, so to speak, the sex appeal of its “members” (the pun is
necessary), in “No Shish Kebab” (cp 46–47). Here his persona finds that
Byron is “probably / the only English poet / who did [measure up], not
forgetting / you know who” (a nod to Shakespeare’s “member”-ship). In
“Piazza San Marco,” in Fornalutx, Layton names Byron obliquely as “the
club-footed poet” (76) who immortalized the Bridge of Sighs in Venice,
Italy. In “Byron Exhibition at the Benaki Museum,” in Athens, Greece,
Layton’s persona quips, “In this quiet room my noble lord still roars / He
hated all despots but he loved the whores // Most graciously the [Junta]
colonels let us see / The blade of him who died to make Greece free” (sfgp
[np]).36 These poses—dashing Romantic, scatological cavalier, and bloodyminded troubadour—are all aspects of the Byronic hero and Sadean actor,
not purely of the Nietzschean Übermensch—or Superman—with whom
Layton is so frequently paired.37 If one chooses to see Layton as donning
these alternative personae, other poems of his begin to emerge as candidates for more insistent canonization or more frequent anthologization.
Consider “Lines on Myself ”:
35 Yet, Sade, too, was a libertine (Lever 85).
36 Although Layton terms himself a “militant democrat” (Wild 233), he seems
happy to vacation in Fascist Spain and Rightist Greece, whose repressive regime
he classes as a mere “caretaker dictatorship” (Wild 215). The reason is either
that he is a “sun worshipper” (Wild 177), caring more for its heat and light
than for “the blood drying and shining in the sun” (Wild 98), or it is because
he recognizes that inhumanity is such a constant (see Sade; see Isaiah) that one
must not let the fact forestall one’s own leisure pursuits.
37 Solecki acknowledges, “The poet, like the Nietzschean übermensch and like
Nietzsche’s reconceived Dionysus, responds to life in totality with a ‘joyful
wisdom,’ a stoic, ‘unwavering eye,’ and a tragic heroism” (xxii–xxiii). One account of the Byronic hero figures him as a character drawn from the Gothic
mode, who is “an alien, mysterious, and gloomy spirit, superior in his passions
and powers to the common run of humanity, whom he regards with disdain”
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Here rots Irving Layton
Claimed by no kith or kin;
Friends I had none, for who
Could love an ironic Jew?

		
		
		
		

Being a misanthrope
I gave manunkind38 rope,
But woman I loved well
And still want them in hell. (cp 154)

That’s a Sadean statement, pure and simple. And what of the bawdy poems
for those 1960s sex symbols Marilyn Monroe (“Earth Goddess” [cp 194–
95]) and Jacqueline Kennedy (“Why I Don’t Make Love to the First Lady”
[cp 224–25])? What of the witty, lusty, avalier lyric, “For Phyllis Who
Snatched Her Poem in Anger”?
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

What, Phyllis, what, what—
You show me the Muse and her naked twat.
Shall I become excited
Show I’m delighted
Caper and go silly
Before the handsome young filly—
What, Phyllis, what, what? (cp 198)

Really, Layton is an amalgam of canonical, lyrical modes, from Latin wit
to cavalier womanizing, from Romantic nature-worship to Gothic terror,
and from Neitzschean gloom to Sadean exultation. When Solecki states
that “Layton never seems to realize that the lack of [an imposed] tradition—Roumanian, Jewish, or English—might also have been a passport
to freedom for him since the past was not a burden which he needed to
negotiate terms” (xvii), I must most respectfully disagree. Layton’s passage
to freedom is his deployment of the rhetorical gestures outlined above, and,
in lyric after lyric, he hefts, either excruciatingly or insouciantly, the impos-

(quoted in Anonymous). If Layton is not generally as dour as Byron’s Childe
Harold, it may be that he models himself more on the Cavalier, swashbuckling,
and witty Don Juan, while also articulating joyous, Sadean riots. If the historical
potency of Napoleon Bonaparte is one source for the pose of the Byronic hero
(Anonymous), then we should recall that Layton declares, “I was Napoleon,” in
leading his band of brothers in their defensive, childhood battles with offensive,
neighbourhood goyim (cp np).
38 The neologism is neat and apt.
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sible burdens of history, say, the unspeakable horror of the Holocaust,
or the imperiled redemption that is, for him, the establishment of Israel.
Solecki is mainly right that “History and nature are central to Layton’s
poetry, but never as Canadian history or landscape” (xvii). Yet, I would
replace “never” with “seldom,” for Layton refers to Quebec locales as well
as to Canadian writers and politicians (albeit with usually contemptuous
dismissal). Still, he is a poet who is most at home in Europe, that is, in its
sanguinary but sunniest clime, the Mediterranean, specifically the Costa
del Sol, the Riviera, eternally lovely Italy, and the archipelago of Greece.
Solecki asserts that Layton’s poems often “ignore Canada and turn to
Europe and its cultural tradition” (xxiii). But it is Mediterranean Europe,
the region adjacent to the Middle East and North Africa, where Layton
concentrates his ecstasies and his rages. We must not forget that this
demesne is also the theatre of Lord Byron, where Don Juan rambled and
his author—as Greek independence foot soldier—died. Even Sade, that
arch Parisian, aristocratic revolutionary, had roots in Provence, and some
swear that his fourteenth-century ancestor, Laura de Sade, was the face
and name that inspired Francesco Petrarca—Petrarch (1304–1374)—to
pen his canonical, amorous sonnets (Lever 5–7). It is a realm of marble
baths and bloodbaths, gold leaf and bullfights, sunbathers and maggots,
and Layton’s verse is operatic in its juxtaposition of these pregnant contrasts. Sensibly then, Trehearne introduces Layton’s Fornalutx with the
eponymous poem, one treating a visit to southern Spain, and quarters
set within an “Oven of Light,” at once reminiscent of Dante’s “famous
rungs”—of the Inferno, but also alluding to the calamity of Europe’s Jews
during World War II: “The sun smoked. / That’s the nearest I can come
to it. / And no air stirred, and we almost choked” (3).39 Still, Trehearne
does not elaborate on Layton’s dalliance with southern Europe, though it
39 Layton seems to elaborate on “Fornalutx” in a slightly later poem, “He Saw
Them, At First,” which is both a Sadean vision of hell and reminiscent of Pound’s
portraits of damnation in his Canto xiv:
		
He saw them at first from a distance
some with their limbs in boiling excrement
some who were stung incessantly by insects
some who … [keeled] over into cauldrons
of boiling water from which they emerged
with horrible grimaces on their lobster-red faces […]
some whose bodies bubbled like overheated tar
and lustful women whose vaginas were nests
from which mice scampered out from time to time (cp 442)
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is usual home-away-from-home. Here his persona is Old World macho,
ogling women sans apology, making love willy-nilly, come-who-may, but
also recalling chronicled atrocities and glories. “Women of Rome” (cp
374–75) helps to establish this voice of the world-weary, wanton, lyrical
lover, the roué who still wants a roll in the sack although death is at hand
and the bones of the dead are underfoot. In this poem, “Rome’s imperial
statues split and crumble” and “There was a time”—the Fascist era—“when
all went suddenly black” (cp 374). “But,” the poet realizes, “that Roman
girl / With the voluptuous neck and back / Is real enough in a shifting
world” (cp 374). Ecstatic amid the decadence of mad, bad, glad, sad Rome,
the poet declares, “I’d like to lie with her in vineyards plucking / Grapes
for her under the sun; / Or lie in orchards and pluck oranges. / Plucking
is good for my complexion” (cp 374). The poet being Layton, we must
surely rhyme “Plucking” with a fine, seven-letter gerund to ascertain his
full meaning: lovemaking among ruins; sex-sweat irrigating dust: the dry
vanity of states and statues versus the vitality of lovers and lyricists. But,
with Sade possibly on his mind and wary of anti-Semitism about, Layton
cannot draft only postcards. In “Mediterranean Cemetery,” the poet is
struck by the sight of “a doll / in Andalusian costume, / its painted head /
leaning against a tombstone” (cp 475). Trehearne is right to select “Fornalutx” as his title poem, and several Spain-set poems appear in For My
Brother Jesus (1976) and in Collected Poems. However, that volume also
features poems penned in Nice, France, on the Côte d’Azur.
A signal one is “An Old Niçoise Whore” (cp 410–11), where the poet,
one-part Sade and one-part sad, notes, “Of high-paying customers she had
no lack / And was herself now rich: so she implied. / Mostly she had made
her pile while on her back / But sometimes she had made it on the side” (cp
410). The rhythms rock, the rhymes roll, and the old Niçoise harlot looks
like a sort of New Orleans Madame Bojangles. Once “A nymphomaniac
like Napoleon’s sister / She could exhaust a bull or stallion; / Bankers had
kneeled before her crotch to kiss her / And ex-princes, Spanish and Italian” (cp 410). To the poet, she is “vitality sprung from cess” (cp 411)—the
“Fertile Muck” of an eponymous Layton poem (cp 28). Yet, at the end, the
poet “mourned with her her shrivelled face and body / And gave what no
man had given her: tears” (cp 411). As affecting as that ending may be, it
denies the exuberance of the first ten quatrains; it swerves into a regret, of
sorts, that the whore herself does not voice. It is an affected ending, but not
one that botches the poem (which is, imaginably, a paean to the likely nowfaded beauty of the Miss Benjamin who had first stirred Layton’s sexual
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possibly on his
mind and wary
of
anti-Semitism
about, Layton
cannot draft
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urges as an adolescent).40 A more political poem is “Iroquois in Nice,”
which, surprisingly, imports Canada to Layton’s swishy, French refuge.41
Here his persona and an American parley with the “Indian chief” because
they share “an affection / ancestral as our gloomy forests and lakes /
for this misplaced Iroquois chief / whose grim, unexpected presence on
the quay / throws a shadow over the sunbathers” (wpj 1982, 105). Yet, the
Aboriginal leader does not play the role of either ambassador or tourist
but of critic, stating, “This sea smells too much of espresso coffee, / also
of love-making and imported whiskey” (wpj 1982, 105). Signally, Layton’s
persona states, “Doubtless this Indian / has picked up the Jew’s love of
exaggeration / or maybe the trait is Mediterranean” (wpj 1982, 105). Now
Layton’s poetic inheritance appears in stark relief: not the shadows native
to North American wilds but the super darkness and superb sun of the
Mediterranean and, by extension, the Holy Land. When the Iroquois vanishes (as displaced in France as are Quebec Iroquois displaced by citizens
of French descent), in an apparently suicidal collision with a Peugeot auto,
it appears that he has been an apparition—a reminder of a new homeland since abandoned—and the ex-pat Canuck and Yank retire to a nice,
Nice bar to chat up “young dazzling ash blonde harlots” (wpj 1982, 106).
These supposed sluts sparkle but are as ashen as Holocaust victims: here
is Europe’s duality pithily figured.
Although North America is only spectral in Layton’s Europe, he bears
with him a New World denizen’s wonder at sighting Old World ruins,
monuments, and statues. Thus, “On Seeing the Statue of Sappho on the
Quay of Mitylene,” Layton’s persona celebrates the “loving, dark-skinned
girl / with yellow hair”—Sappho—whose hand he imagines “darting / into
a man’s tunic” (cp 493), and he greets her as an equal, quoting her words
in reference to himself, “Dead, I won’t be forgotten” (cp 493). Yet, she is
now only a statue, while he has a date with a woman, “with soft hands /
and softer mouth” (cp 494). “Between our raptures / we shall think of
you / this night” (cp 494). The classical poetess Sappho lives on as a rigid
construction, but the vigorous, Jewish-Canadian poet remains flexibly
available for l’amour and living speech.42
40 See note 2.
41 One might speculate that the apparition of the Iroquois in France is, in a sense,
a recap of Layton’s boyhood encounters with Iroquois, Mohawk, and Huron
in New France.
42 Incidentally, some scenes in Layton’s Mediterranean lyrics seem borrowed
from exploitation film, especially Italian gialli, a violent, sexy, and surreal genre
of (usually) sex-crime thriller, or film noir, issued in gaudy colours and styles.
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Suitably, Layton’s musings on the Mediterranean cultures, and his
residency among them, are secured in several books, usually in dual languages. From Greece, there is Seventy-Five Greek Poems: 1951–74 (1974),
all in English but published in Athens, and Where Burning Sappho Loved
(1985), a bilingual edition (with an epigraph from—of course—Byron43),
also published in Athens.44 From Italy, there are several titles, including Il
Freddo Verde Elemento (1974), in Italian and English, with an introduction,
in Italian only, by Northrop Frye (v–viii). See also Il puma ammansito
(1978), a bilingual edition, published in Milan and featuring charcoal nudes
by Carlo Mattioli. Or pick up Tutto sommato: poesie 1945–1989 (1989),
another bilingual edition, prefaced by a full-colour reproduced oil painting of Layton (by Ettore De Concillis), plus an unstintingly enthusiastic
preface by Leonard Cohen (proclaiming Layton, the “greatest living poet
writing in the English language” [10]). There is also Il Cacciatore Sconcertato: The Baffled Hunter (1993), a bilingual edition, published in Ravenna,

Indeed, Layton has composed an elegy for Pier Paolo Pasolini (whose interest
in Sade is obvious in his 1975 film, Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma) and a poem
for Federico Fellini. See “The Violent Life” that elegizes Pasolini’s “beautiful
Marxist head / smashed” by “the lout’s crude wooden bat” (Fornalutx 58), and
see “Fellini” that lauds the director’s “fate”: “by art alone to modulate human
grief / into a cry so sad, so strange, men call it rapture” (wpj 2004, 187). For
proof that exploitation flicks—a profoundly pop-Sadean genre—are vital for
Layton, look no further than “The arcade,” where the poet comments on “the
lurid blow-up of Ilsa in black boots / holding a whip in one hand // Smoking
pistol in the other” (pa 24). He refers to the 1975 Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS.
43 “The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece, / Where burning Sappho loved and
sung.”
44 The backdrop of several of the Greek-set poems is the 1974 war that broke out
in Cyprus between Greek junta, military-dictatorship-backed forces and the
Turkish army. Layton takes no obvious side in the war, although he was living
in Greece at the time. He does admire, in “Hellenes,” the readiness of Greek
men to bear arms for their nation:

		
When the ancient enemy attacks,
		
islands and mainland freeze
		
into one solid phalanx
		
bristling with cannon and fierce moustaches;
		
there are no royalists and rightists
		
no left opposition
			
Only Greeks eager to die. (sfgp np)
It is easy to read the Greeks as types of embattled Israelis, as in Layton’s eponymous poem (wpj 1984, 148).
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and featuring drawings by Enzo Cucchi.45 Nor can one overlook Alfredo
Rizzardi’s edited work, Italian Critics on Irving Layton: A Symposium
(1988). Of the Mediterranean lands that he loved, Italy has proven most
favourable to Layton’s lays.
At this juncture, I wish to refer to Layton’s strategic, and steady,
employment of blackness as another sign—or mask—supporting his
Sadean, Gothic, and erotic poses. “The Shark,” a Greece-set poem, presents the vision of the poet swimming “out towards him,” presumably in
the Mediterranean, “bringing him my … / memories of women laughter
Greek islands” (sfgp np). He demands that the marine killer “be black,
wholly black” and “quietly ready for me / as if he were the angel of death”
(sfgp np). This poem seems a recapitulation of the generation-earlier
“The Black Huntsmen,” with its evocation of death as a medieval-romantic,
Tennysonian pursuer (wpj 2004, 5). Blackness seems to convey a similar
sense of unconquerable vitality and virility in “At the Alhambra,” where
Layton’s speaker, sitting where “Grenadine kings / had once swept by, /
[and] thinking on Rey Boabdil [1459–1533], / the last and unluckiest of
them,” cries out, “ ‘I am a Moor / I have come home, I have come home!’ ”
(cp 291).46 In contrast, “Black Tourist in Tinos” associates blackness—in
erotic cliché—with libertine enjoyment: “her wild eyes close in a trance /
and every black inch / of her festive body / is alive with kefi [the spirit
of joy]” (wpj 2004, 300). When she exits, “taking her dark skin, / the lit
place loses radiance” (wpj 2004, 300). Layton names blackness so regularly that it is clearly by choice, not by chance. “To Margaret” issues yet
another rhapsody-in-black: “Aeons ago the African sun blackened your
skin; / Africa looks through your eyes, walks on your elegant feet” (dd 101).
Although Margaret is “a medley of many bloods,” “Luckily, it’s Africa predominates, shows through,” so that “the puma that pads into my bedroom
is wholly you” (dd 101). Intriguingly, “puma”—or cougar—is rendered
here as “black,” as it also is in “The Puma,” where coitus, conducted in the
dark, assumes a black, animal cast: “I plug the void with my phallus / and
making love […] / we transfigure pitchblack nothingness / into a tamed
45 Although the book information page indicates that the 1993 compilation is

drawn from The Collected Poems of Irving Layton (1971), other poems, not part
of that collection, also appear.
46 In “North and South,” Layton’s speaker exults, “my skin is blacker than that of a
Moroccan” (cp 387). Such declarations are not literal. In “Beach Acquaintance,”
Layton’s persona addresses a blue-eyed interlocutor who is either “a young man /
with a crop of white hair / or an old man / with a young African body” (cp 432).
The point is that blackness represents virility.
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puma whose whiskers / we stroke between enrapturing kisses” (dd 111).47
“Salim” depicts a shady, Algerian Muslim “Pimp” who “moves like a panther”
(fmbj 120). Layton also exploits blackness as sensuality to attack the “shade
of Yeats” in “Yeats in St Lucia” (wpj 1982, 168). The “riant blacks” who are
“Thoughtless and primitive” and “living always close to their instinctual
wants, / the omniscience in their blood and loins,” quite rightly disregard
the Irish poet, “O blanched European / so laden with self-doubts and
Irish mist” (wpj 1982, 168–69). In “Night Music,” on hearing “Beethoven’s
Kreutzer Sonata,” Layton’s speaker finds the strains stir “my heart and
brain till I become / the blackness and silence that enclose me” (pa 46).
In “Fantasia in Black,” the noon sun is figured as
a glinting razor
that shaves me thinner and thinner
till I’m the page of a book fire-blackened
or the facial skin of a Harlem negro
stretched out tight and bereft of features
—no, a sheet of glistening carbon paper (cp 479)
“Rain at La Minerve [Quebec]” figures the poet imagining “my body is the
whole steaming / continent of Africa” and that, of the “millions” of the
jungle animals within him, there is “one lion in particular / […] the fierce,
proud beast” that “roars and roars again” (cp 137). The African lion, like
the puma, represents the natural sensuality, lust, and passion that Layton
identifies with blackness. Indeed, the colour—and black people—signify,
for Layton, the fusion of Gothicism (violence) and Romanticism (eroticism),48 or Nietzsche and Sade, or Rome and Jerusalem, or Byron’s Childe
Harold’s Pilgrimage (1812–1818) and his Don Juan (1818–1824).

iv

To arrive at a provisional conclusion, I wager that, while Trehearne and
other editors have read Layton sympathetically and astutely, they have
been so transfixed by his Nietzschean proclivities (which are real) that

47 See also “Postscript to Empire,” in which Layton’s persona, presumably in India,
remarks that, during “nights, black as India ink,” “dark-skinned young men /
detach themselves from the shadows / to whisper old perversities in my ear: /
their voices are soft as the tread of pumas” (cp 537). The puma is a symbol of
black eroticism.
48 See, for instance, this penis-envying image of “the males of Ethiopia”: Mediterranean palm trees resemble, believes the speaker, “black phalli” (cp 426).
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they have highlighted his Apollonian-Dionysian49 division and tension to
the detriment of appreciating the multifarious dynamism of his corpus as
a whole. For one thing, his Gothicism has been erased.50 Too, the fixation
on Layton as vitality incorporated—as outré lover and as outraged foe
of prudery and prejudice—has permitted us to ignore his most repugnant and obnoxious lyrics, including those where he (for good historical
reasons) attacks Christians and Muslims (see, for example, “Arabs” [cp
481]) as well as those instances where he is regrettably, if with levity, a
misogynist. One difficulty is that there is so much to read, but another
problem is that, for almost everyone, there are parts of the production that
we do not want to hear (or heed). Too, our rubrics have been too narrow,
our focus too diffused. If we notice the Sadean and Byronic masks, then
verse that seems perverse becomes subversive again. If we set Layton in
a Mediterranean context, then, suddenly, his references to blackness, to
Africa, stop being exotic and become intrinsic. In addition, Catullus and
Ovid, as models, rise in importance, allowing us to elevate Layton’s own
excellent epigrams in concord. If we do not sift Layton wholly, we read
him partially, and our anthologies become de facto counter measures to
his seductive invective. In sum, despite the diligent work of Trehearne, et
al., in establishing—or, rather, hinting at—Layton’s greatness, a selection
of his most singeing and most singing lyrics, with polarities intact and
contradictions stark, cries out still for assembly: No more half measures!
Abbreviations of titles by Irving Layton, as used in the essay:

cp: Collected Poems of Irving Layton, 1971.
dd: Dance with Desire: Selected Love Poems, 1992.
fmbj: For My Brother Jesus, 1976.
pa: Il Puma ammansito, 1978.
sfgp: Seventy-Five Greek Poems: 1951–74, 1974.
ts: Tutto Sommato: Poesie 1945–1989, 1989.
wpj 1982: A Wild Peculiar Joy: Selected Poems, 1945–1982, 1982.
wpj 2004: A Wild Peculiar Joy: The Selected Poems, 2004.
49 G. S. Fraser notes that British poet Robert Graves (1895–1985), a Byronic and

Greco-Latin-besotted contemporary of Layton’s, split poets into two camps:
“Muse poets” who love women and “Apollonian” poets who love poetry (81).
If we choose Graves’s division over that derived from Nietzsche, we may find
that Layton’s “Muse”-inspired poetry outnumbers—and outranks—that of
supposed Apollonian-Dionysian inspiration.
50 This aspect of Layton’s work may also be indebted to Sade, who also authored
Gothic Tales (1990).
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